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Pure Med Spa offers New Velashape treatment for cellulite to clinics in Toronto

Pure Med Spa - The number one Med Spa in North America offers a brand new treatment for cellulite to
customers in Canada. Made popular by Hollywood stars, the Velashape treatment is now being offered
through clinics in the Toronto area.

Dec. 16, 2009 - PRLog -- The latest celebrity treatment that fights signs of aging by eliminating body
cellulite, one of the primary causes of dimpled and sagging skin, is now being offered to Pure Med Spa
customers in the Greater Toronto Area.  The Velashape treatment is the premier non-surgical and FDA
approved medical procedure for the body reshaping market, and has become especially popular amongst
American consumers.  Velashape, which has previously been adopted by many top Hollywood celebrities
and models as a primary solution to cellulite body shaping, is now available to Canadian customers looking
to achieve fast results in a safe and proven environment.

The success of Velashape within the United States reflects the proven safety and comfort of treatment, and
many customers claim the procedure feels “like a warm deep tissue massage”.  The procedure is engineered
to accommodate the different sensitivity levels and skin tones of all individuals within society, and through
the performance of clinical testing, the FDA has found that there are no short or long term complications
associated with it.  Since all people within society are is suitable for Velashape treatments, it is expected
that it will spread throughout the Canadian Market and internationally at a rapid rate.

Recently, the Hollywood news media show The Insider did an investigative piece on how the Velashape
procedure effectively treated the cellulite concerns of a prominent actress and model: Kim Kardashian.
 Kim’s professional career includes acting appearances on many popular television shows (Dancing with
the Stars, How I Met Your Mother), movies (Disaster Movie), as well as modeling in top fashion lifestyle
magazines (Maxim, Star, FHM, Playboy).  Within Hollywood, actresses and models like Kim Kardashian
need to take exceptional care of their bodies, and exercise significant judgment when undertaking
treatments to further improve their physique.  Kim Kardashian, and many other top stars, have thus chosen
the Velashape procedure to safely and effectively address their concerns in a controlled environment.  

Kim Kardashian’s celebrity testimonial on the Velashape featured on The Insider can be viewed on the Pure
Med Spa (Greater Toronto Area) YouTube channel at     Pure Med Spa GTA Youtube channel

Visit the Pure Med Spa Blog for specials

# # #

A full service online marketing and reputation management firm. We specialize in gaining or re-gaining
market share through innovative digital marketing strategies and campaigns.
We are pioneering online reputation management and social media marketing.
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